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Abstract
We investigate supersymmetric scenarios in which neutrino masses are generated
by effective d = 6 operators in the Ka¨hler potential, rather than by the standard
d = 5 superpotential operator. First, we discuss some general features of such ef-
fective operators, also including SUSY-breaking insertions, and compute the relevant
renormalization group equations. Contributions to neutrino masses arise at low energy
both at the tree level and through finite threshold corrections. In the second part we
present simple explicit realizations in which those Ka¨hler operators arise by integrat-
ing out heavy SU(2)W triplets, as in the type II seesaw. Distinct scenarios emerge,
depending on the mechanism and the scale of SUSY-breaking mediation. In particular,
we propose an appealing and economical picture in which the heavy seesaw mediators
are also messengers of SUSY breaking. In this case, strong correlations exist among
neutrino parameters, sparticle and Higgs masses, as well as lepton flavour violating
processes. Hence, this scenario can be tested at high-energy colliders, such as the
LHC, and at lower energy experiments that measure neutrino parameters or search for
rare lepton decays.
⋆On leave from “Centro de F´ısica Teo´rica de Part´ıculas (CFTP)”, Lisbon, Portugal.
E-mail addresses: brignole@pd.infn.it, filipe.joaquim@cern.ch, arossi@pd.infn.it
1 Introduction
The seesaw mechanism can be regarded as a paradigm to explain the smallness of neutrino
masses. In the simplest scenarios, neutrinos acquire Majorana masses scaling asmν ∼ v2/M ,
where v is the electroweak scale and M ≫ v is a heavy mass. The experimental neutrino
data [1, 2] point towards a natural value M ∼ 1015GeV, close to the Grand Unification
scale. From a low-energy perspective, the 1/M dependence appears as the coefficient of the
lowest dimension (d = 5) SU(2)W ×U(1)Y invariant operator which violates lepton number
by two units (∆L = 2), namely (HL)2/M , where H and L are Higgs and lepton doublets [3].
From a more fundamental perspective, this effective operator usually arises from integrating
out heavy states with mass ∼ M . At the tree level, such heavy seesaw mediators can be
either singlet ‘neutrinos’ coupled to HL (type I [4]), SU(2)W triplet scalars with non-zero
hypercharge coupled to LL and HH (type II [5]) or SU(2)W triplet fermions with zero
hypercharge coupled to HL (type III [6]). These realizations can be also implemented in
supersymmetric (SUSY) extensions of the Standard Model (SM). In such models, which
contain two Higgs superfields1 H1 and H2 with opposite hypercharges, the leading ∆L = 2
effective operator is the d = 5 superpotential operator
∫
d2θ (H2L)
2/M .
The scaling of neutrino masses with v2/M is not the only possibility, though. It is also
conceivable that neutrino masses are suppressed by a higher power of the heavy scale M ,
the simplest possibility beyond 1/M being
mν ∼ mv
2
M2
, (1)
where m≪M is another mass parameter. In fact, the non-SUSY type II seesaw [5] generi-
cally leads to neutrino masses depending on two mass parameters, like in eq. (1). The same
occurs in suitable variants of the type I seesaw (see e.g. [7]) or in some radiative mechanisms
[8]. In other cases, mν is suppressed by even higher powers of M (see e.g. [9]).
In this work, we will focus on SUSY models where neutrino masses behave like in eq. (1),
with the additional requirement that m is related to the electroweak scale. Consequently,
M is naturally lowered to intermediate values M <∼ 109GeV. The behaviour described by
eq. (1) can be realized in various ways, through either Ka¨hler or superpotential d = 6, ∆L = 2
effective operators. In the latter case, a possible operator is
∫
d2θ S(H2L)
2/M2, where S is
a SM singlet with 〈S〉 ∼ v. This fits naturally in the framework of the next-to-minimal
SUSY SM (NMSSM) [10], for which some tree-level realizations have been proposed in [11].
1Following the standard notation, we will use the same symbol for a Higgs (matter) chiral superfield and
its scalar (fermionic) component field.
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Regarding d = 6 Ka¨hler operators, two candidates have been pointed out in [12], namely∫
d4θ (H†1L)(H2L)/M
2 and
∫
d4θ (H†1L)
2/M2. In this case, neutrino masses arise in the form
of (1) with m ∼ µ, where the superpotential parameter µ emerges from the replacement
F †H1 → −µH2.
The purpose of this article is to generalize the proposal of [12] in several directions. In
Section 2 we describe some general features of d = 6, ∆L = 2 effective operators and then
focus on the Ka¨hler operator (H†1L)
2. We point out the importance of including SUSY-
breaking insertions and find novel contributions to neutrino masses of the form (1), in which
m is a SUSY-breaking mass. Such SUSY-breaking contributions can be even the dominant
source of neutrino masses. We also discuss and evaluate two classes of quantum effects related
to those operators: low-energy finite corrections at the sparticle threshold and logarithmic
corrections above it, described by renormalization group equations (RGEs). In Section 3 we
move from the effective level to a more fundamental one and present the simplest explicit
realization of the Ka¨hler operator (H†1L)
2, including SUSY-breaking effects. This ultra-
violet (UV) completion of the effective theory is obtained in a type II seesaw framework.
The SUSY-breaking parameters associated with (H†1L)
2 are related to those of the heavy
triplet states in the case SUSY-breaking mediation occurs at or above the triplet scale,
otherwise they can be generated radiatively, e.g. by low-scale gauge mediation and RGEs.
Another interesting feature of the SUSY type II seesaw is that it provides the simplest
realization of minimal lepton flavour violation (LFV), in the sense that the high and low-
energy flavour structures are directly related [13]. In Section 4 we present an appealing
and predictive version of the type II seesaw where the heavy triplets, which generate the
∆L = 2 effective operators at the tree level, are identified with the SUSY-breaking medi-
ators, responsible for generating sparticle masses at the quantum level through gauge and
Yukawa interactions. This scenario is a variant of that proposed in [14] and relates neutrino
and sparticle masses even more closely, since their common source is the SUSY-breaking
holomorphic mass term of the heavy states. In particular, we compute the full set of MSSM
SUSY-breaking terms at the heavy triplet mass scale (Section 4.1) and obtain the tree-level
and quantum contributions to the neutrino mass matrix (Section 4.2). We also discuss the
phenomenological viability of this scenario, the general properties of the MSSM spectrum
and the prospects for searches at the CERN Large Hadron Collider (LHC) (Section 4.3).
Special emphasis is devoted to LFV effects, which distinguish our model from purely gauge-
mediated ones. In particular, we discuss the predictions for charged-lepton radiative decays
ℓi → ℓjγ, taking into account the near-future experimental sensitivity for both such LFV
searches and the measurements of neutrino parameters (Section 4.4). Finally, in Section 5
2
we summarise our results and draw the concluding remarks.
2 Neutrino masses from Ka¨hler operators
As anticipated in the Introduction, we are interested in SUSY scenarios in which neutrino
masses are generated by effective d = 6, ∆L = 2 operators. Before focussing on a specific
class of such operators, let us briefly describe some of their general features.
2.1 Lepton number violating d = 6 operators
Consider an effective low-energy theory with the field content of the minimal SUSY SM
(MSSM) [15] and conserved R-parity. The leading ∆L = 2 operator is the well-known d = 5
term (H2L)
2/M ⊂ W . In case this operator is (for some reason) suppressed or absent,
there are two d = 6, ∆L = 2 Ka¨hler operators which can generate neutrino masses, namely
(H†1L)(H2L)/M
2 ⊂ K and (H†1L)2/M2 ⊂ K [12]. We remark that, in principle, additional
d = 6, ∆L = 2 operators of the form LLLEcH2/M
2 ⊂ W , LLQDcH2/M2 ⊂ W and
LLU c†Dc/M2 ⊂ K should be considered as well. Indeed, although these do not generate
neutrino masses at the tree level, they do so radiatively, by inducing (H†1L)(H2L)/M
2 ⊂ K
via RGEs (see Fig. 1). The fact that some operators mix under renormalization suggests
that all the above ∆L = 2 operators could be grouped in distinct classes, by means of
continuous or discrete Peccei-Quinn (PQ)-like symmetries under which H†1 and H2 transform
differently and the ordinary Yukawa couplings are invariant. Since µH2H1 ⊂W breaks such
symmetries, we can consider the small µ parameter (µ ≪ M) as a ‘minimal’ effective PQ
spurion, such that non-invariant operators in K and W will be suppressed by powers of
ǫ = µ/Λ∗, where Λ∗ ≥M is some high scale (e.g., that where µ is generated). For instance,
if (H†1L)
2/M2 ⊂ K is allowed, we expect the remaining operators to be subleading, since
L
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Figure 1: Logarithmically divergent contributions to the Ka¨hler operator (H†1L)(H2L)/M
2 induced
by other d = 6 operators.
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the set {(H†1L)(H2L)/M2, LLLEcH2/M2, LLQDcH2/M2, LLU c†Dc/M2} will be suppressed
by a factor ǫ while (H2L)
2/M will be suppressed by ǫ2. Alternatively, the symmetries
may allow the operators {(H†1L)(H2L)/M2, LLLEcH2/M2, LLQDcH2/M2, LLU c†Dc/M2}
and suppress the others.
Similar arguments can be applied to extensions of the MSSM in which µ is effectively
generated at low energies by the vacuum expectation value (VEV) of a SM singlet S, through
the term SH2H1 ⊂ W . The field S is usually charged under some symmetry, such as a Z3
in the NMSSM or an extra gauged U(1). Such symmetries provide selection rules for the
effective operators as well. For instance, in the NMSSM framework Z3 selection rules were
used in [11] to generate neutrino masses at leading order through either (H2L)
2/M ⊂ W
(d = 5), S(H2L)
2/M2 ⊂ W (d = 6) or S2(H2L)2/M3 ⊂ W (d = 7). Notice that only
one of these operators can be invariant since each of them carries a different Z3 charge.
Nevertheless, if the allowed operator of this list has d > 5, other ∆L = 2 operators are also
allowed in W or K with the same or lower dimensionality, which were not considered in
[11]. As an example, suppose S(H2L)
2/M2 ⊂ W is allowed by Z3. Then, also the d = 6 set
{(H†1L)(H2L)/M2, LLLEcH2/M2, LLQDcH2/M2, LLU c†Dc/M2} is allowed. Alternatively,
if S2(H2L)
2/M3 ⊂ W is Z3 symmetric, then several other operators of the same dimension
(d = 7) such as S(H†1L)(H2L)/M
3, S†(H2L)
2/M3, SLLU c†Dc/M2 ⊂ K or SLLLEcH2/M3,
SLLQDcH2/M
3, H1H2(H2L)
2/M3 ⊂ W are permitted. Even more importantly, in this
case there is a single Z3-invariant operator of lower dimension, namely the d = 6 term
(H†1L)
2/M2 ⊂ K.
The above discussion (which extends those of [12, 11]) emphasizes the fact that symmetry
arguments in the effective theory can partly justify the assumption that a specific operator
dominates over others. The ultimate motivation for such a selection should lie at a more
fundamental level, i.e., in the UV completion of the effective theory. From a minimal low-
energy perspective, we note that the d = 6 term (H†1L)
2/M2 ⊂ K is somehow singled out
in the above examples by its symmetry properties. Furthermore, in Section 3 we will show
that this operator admits a very simple tree-level realization.
2.2 Ka¨hler operators (H†1L)2/M2 with broken SUSY
We proceed with our discussion by assuming that the leading ∆L = 2 effective operator has
the form (H†1L)
2/M2. In general, we expect it to be accompanied by analogous operators
with SUSY-breaking insertions2 of the form X/MS, X
†/MS, XX
†/M2S, where X = θ
2FX is
2 Effective operators with d > 4 and SUSY-breaking insertions have been also considered in other contexts,
such as the Higgs sector [16] or baryon number violation [17]. SUSY-breaking effects in the neutrino sector
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a SUSY-breaking spurion superfield (VEVs are understood) and MS is the scale of SUSY-
breaking mediation, which could be either larger or smaller than M . It is also tempting to
identify MS with M , as we will do in Section 4.
In general, we can write the relevant ∆L = 2 effective lagrangian as
Leff =
∫
d4θ
1
2M2
(
κ+ βκ
X
MS
+ β˜κ
X†
MS
+ γκ
XX†
M2S
)
ij
(H†1Li)(H
†
1Lj) + h.c. , (2)
where i, j = e, µ, τ are flavour indices, κ,βκ, β˜κ,γκ are dimensionless flavour-dependent
parameters and the SUSY gauge completion (H†1L)→ (H†1e2V L) is understood. In principle,
we could have incorporated the factor 1/M2 into dimensionful coefficients as, for instance,
κ′ = κ/M2. This would better suit models in which the masses of the heavy states to be
integrated out carry a flavour structure. However, even in such cases one can always factor
out an overall 1/M2. We have chosen the parametrization (2) to exhibit mass dimensions
in a more transparent way, and also because the explicit realizations presented in Sections 3
and 4 make use of heavy states with unflavoured masses.
By replacingX with its SUSY-breaking VEV in eq. (2), we obtain the equivalent parametriza-
tion
Leff =
∫
d4θ
1
2M2
(
κ+ θ2Bκ + θ¯
2B˜κ + θ
2θ¯2Cκ
)
ij
(H†1Li)(H
†
1Lj) + h.c. , (3)
where we have traded the coefficients βκ, β˜κ and γκ for dimensionful SUSY-breaking param-
eters Bκ = βκFX/MS, B˜κ = β˜κF
∗
X/MS (both of dimension one) and Cκ = γκ|FX |2/M2S (of
dimension two), respectively. The magnitude and flavour structure of all these parameters
depend on the underlying physics which generates them. In Sections 3 and 4 we will show
explicit realizations which lead to simple correlations among the above quantities. Here, we
will keep our discussion at a general and model-independent level. Notice that the SUSY part
of Leff is generated atM , while the SUSY-breaking one emerges at scales below min(M,MS).
At low energy, all four operators in eq. (2) [or, equivalently, in eq. (3)] contribute to neutrino
masses either directly or indirectly, as we will show later. Before doing that, we will discuss
the connection between high and low energies, namely the renormalization group evolution
of the effective operators.
have been considered in [18] from a perspective which is different from ours. In those works, SUSY breaking
was invoked to suppress either LH2N Yukawa couplings or MNNN mass terms (or both) in models with
singlet states N .
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2.3 Renormalization group evolution
A convenient tool to derive the RGEs for the ∆L = 2 operators shown in eq. (3) is the
general expression of the one-loop corrected Ka¨hler potential obtained in [19], which applies
to general effective SUSY theories with Ka¨hler potential K(φ, φ∗), superpotential W (φ) and
gauge kinetic function fab(φ). The logarithmically divergent correction to K reads [19]:
(∆K)log =
logΛ2UV
32π2
[
WijK
jm¯W ∗m¯n¯K
in¯ − 4 (Re fa)−1 (φ†T a)ı¯Kı¯j(T aφ)j
]
, (4)
where ΛUV is an UV cutoff, Wij = ∂
2W/∂φi∂φj , Kı¯j = ∂
2K/∂φ∗ı¯ ∂φj , K
in¯Kn¯j = δ
i
j, T
a
are the generators of the gauge group, and we have considered a diagonal kinetic function
fab = faδab. By applying eq. (4) to our case, one can extract the corrections to the Ka¨hler
terms H†1H1, L
†L and (H†1L)
2. The relevant RGEs are derived by combining wave function
and vertex corrections. In fact, the RGE for κ was obtained in this way in [12]. This method
allows us to derive the RGEs for Bκ, B˜κ and Cκ as well, by retaining the dependence of K,
W and fa on the spurion superfield X = θ
2FX , which effectively generates all SUSY-breaking
mass parameters. We recall that gaugino masses appear in fa =
1
g2a
(1−2θ2Ma), scalar masses
stem from K as (1−θ2θ¯2m˜2)φ†φ, while Yukawa and SUSY-breaking trilinear couplings come
from W through combinations like (Ye − θ2Ae)H1EcL. Some of the loop-induced terms in
(∆K)log have the form θ
2φ†φ (or θ¯2φ†φ) and can be included in a θ-dependent (θ¯-dependent)
wave function renormalization of the superfield φ (φ†) [20]. Our final result for the RGEs is:
8π2
dκ
dt
=
[
g2 + g′2 + Tr(Y†eYe + 3Y
†
dYd)
]
κ− 1
2
[
κY†eYe + (Y
†
eYe)
Tκ
]
, (5)
8π2
dBκ
dt
=
[
g2 + g′2 + Tr(Y†eYe + 3Y
†
dYd)
]
Bκ − 1
2
[
BκY
†
eYe + (Y
†
eYe)
TBκ
]
+
[
g2M2 + g
′2M1
]
κ , (6)
8π2
dB˜κ
dt
=
[
g2 + g′2 + Tr(Y†eYe + 3Y
†
dYd)
]
B˜κ − 1
2
[
B˜κY
†
eYe + (Y
†
eYe)
T B˜κ
]
+
[
g2M∗2 + g
′2M∗1 − 2Tr(A†eYe + 3A†dYd)
]
κ+ κA†eYe + (A
†
eYe)
Tκ , (7)
8π2
dCκ
dt
=
[
g2 + g′2 + Tr(Y†eYe + 3Y
†
dYd)
]
Cκ − 1
2
[
CκY
†
eYe + (Y
†
eYe)
TCκ
]
+
[
g2M∗2 + g
′2M∗1 − 2Tr(A†eYe + 3A†dYd)
]
Bκ +BκA
†
eYe + (A
†
eYe)
TBκ
+
[
g2M2 + g
′2M1
]
B˜κ + 4 [ 2 g
2|M2|2 + g′2|M1|2 ]κ− κP−PTκ , (8)
where P ≡ A†eAe + (m2L˜)TY†eYe + Y†e(m2e˜c)TYe + m2H1Y†eYe. These RGEs hold in the
MSSM or in its extensions with extra states that do not couple to either H1 or L. The
generalization to models with such extra couplings is straightforward. For instance, the
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NMSSM superpotential couplings (λS − θ2AS)SH2H1 only lead to a few extra terms in the
RGEs. In practice, it is enough to shift Tr(Y†eYe) → Tr(Y†eYe) + |λS|2 and Tr(A†eYe) →
Tr(A†eYe) + A
∗
SλS in the above equations.
In general, eqs. (5)-(8) form a system of coupled RGEs, which exhibits operator mixing.
Each equation contains a ‘homogeneous’ part, which is common to all four operators. Those
of Bκ and B˜κ have an additional piece which is driven by κ and depends on the gaugino
masses and trilinear couplings. As for the RGE of Cκ, its inhomogenous part also contains
Bκ and B˜κ. Notice that the RGEs involve several independent parameters and flavour
structures. Still, important simplifications may occur in specific scenarios (see Sections 3
and 4).
For completeness, we also present the RGEs of the d = 5 superpotential operator∫
d2θ 1
2M5
(κ5 + θ
2B5)ij(LiH2)(LjH2):
8π2
dκ5
dt
= −
[
3g2 + g′2 − 3Tr(Y†uYu)
]
κ5 +
1
2
[
κ5Y
†
eYe + (Y
†
eYe)
Tκ5
]
, (9)
8π2
dB5
dt
= −
[
3g2 + g′2 − 3Tr(Y†uYu)
]
B5 +
1
2
[
B5Y
†
eYe ++(Y
†
eYe)
TB5
]
−2
[
3g2M2 + g
′2M1 + 3Tr(Y
†
uAu)
]
κ5 − κ5(Y†eAe)− (Y†eAe)Tκ5 . (10)
The equation for κ5 is well known [21], while that for the corresponding SUSY-breaking
parameter B5 is another novel result.
2.4 Tree-level contributions to neutrino masses
Consider now the effective Ka¨hler operators of eq. (3), renormalized at the weak scale. Two
of them, namely those with coefficients κ and B˜κ (see Fig. 2), contribute directly to the
neutrino mass matrix (L ⊃ −1
2
(mν)ijνiνj + h.c.):
mν = m
(κ)
ν +m
(B˜κ)
ν . (11)
The κ-operator gives a lagrangian operator of the form (F †H1L)(H
†
1L), which reduces to
−µ(H2L)(H†1L) after replacing F †H1 → −µH2. Upon setting the Higgs fields to their VEVs
(〈H01 〉 = v cos β, 〈H02〉 = v sin β) one gets [12]
m(κ)ν = 2κ µ
v2
M2
sin β cos β . (12)
On the other hand, the B˜κ-operator leads to a lagrangian term of the form (H
†
1L)
2, which
induces
m(B˜κ)ν = B˜κ
v2
M2
cos2 β . (13)
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Figure 2: Tree-level contributions to neutrino masses from the Ka¨hler operators (H†1L)
2 and
X†(H†1L)
2.
This novel contribution to the neutrino mass matrix can be of the same order of m(κ)ν .
In general, both the flavour structure and the relative size of m(κ)ν and m
(B˜κ)
ν are model
dependent. For instance, a large value of tan β suppresses m(B˜κ)ν with respect to m
(κ)
ν ,
whereas a hierarchy B˜κ ≫ κµ enhances it (see Sections 3 and 4).
2.5 Radiative finite contributions to mν
Additional contributions to mν arise from quantum effects. Since we have already discussed
the logarithmic renormalization between high and low scales, we now turn to the analysis
of finite quantum corrections to mν at the weak scale, i.e., at the sparticle threshold (see
Fig. 3). In particular, we will focus on effects which exhibit potential enhancement factors,
such as large values of tan β or large mass ratios.
Consider again the κ-operator of eq. (3). One of its lagrangian components is a four
fermion operator with two leptons and two higgsinos, which can be dressed by a finite
Higgsino-gaugino loop (left diagram in Fig. 3), generating an effective lagrangian term of
the form (H2L)
2. Curiously, this reminds the ‘holomorphic’ structure of the familiar d = 5
superpotential operator, but of course it cannot be interpreted that way (it arises radiatively
through SUSY breaking). The resulting contribution to mν is proportional to the tree-level
term m(κ)ν [see eq. (12)]:
δκmν =
1
64π2
(
g2
M∗2
fµ2 +
g′2
M∗1
fµ1
)
µ tanβ m(κ)ν , (14)
where fµa = f(|µ|2/|Ma|2) and f(x) = (x− 1 − log x)/(x− 1)2. Despite the potential tan β
enhancement, this correction is below 2% for any ratios µ/Ma and any tan β < 50.
Concerning the Bκ and Cκ-operators of eq. (3), the component expansion of the former
includes a lagrangian term (F †H1L˜)(H
†
1L˜) which gives −µ(H2L˜)(H†1L˜), while the latter leads
to (H†1L˜)
2. Both these terms generate small ∆L = 2 corrections to sneutrino masses (L ⊃
8
L L
H˜1
H˜2
H˜1
H˜2
W˜
H2 H2
κ
M2
L L
L˜ L˜
H1
FH1
H2+
W˜
Bκ
M2
L L
L˜ L˜
H1 H1
W˜
Cκ
M2
Figure 3: One-loop finite contributions to neutrino masses from the Ka¨hler operators (H†1L)
2,
X(H†1L)
2 and XX†(H†1L)
2 (from left to right). These diagrams generate lagrangian operators of
the form (H2L)
2, (H2L)(H
†
1L) and (H
†
1L)
2 (the W -ino can be replaced by a B-ino everywhere).
−1
2
(δm2ν˜)ij ν˜iν˜j + h.c.), namely
δm2ν˜ = −(2µBκ sin β cos β +Cκ cos2β)
v2
M2
, (15)
which induce tiny splittings in the sneutrino spectrum. This property of our d = 6 operators
generalizes a known effect of d = 5 type I [22] and type II [14] seesaw realizations3, and
is potentially relevant for the phenomenon of sneutrino oscillations [22]. Furthermore, the
presence of ∆L = 2 scalar operators induces neutrino masses at the one-loop level, as in
[22, 23]. In our framework, the lagrangian terms (H2L˜)(H
†
1L˜) and (H
†
1L˜)
2 can be dressed
by finite slepton-gaugino loops (middle and right diagrams in Fig. 3), inducing effective
lagrangian operators of the form (H2L)(H
†
1L) and (H
†
1L)
2, respectively.
In order to discuss the Bκ and Cκ contributions to mν , we parametrize the soft mass
matrix of ‘left-handed’ sleptons L˜ as m2
L˜
= m˜2L(1l +∆L), where m˜
2
L sets the overall mass
scale and the dimensionless matrix ∆L accounts for flavour dependence
4. At first order in
∆L, the contributions to the neutrino mass matrix induced by Bκ and Cκ are:
δBκmν ≃
1
32π2
[
−
(
g2
M2
fL2 +
g′2
M1
fL1
)
Bκ
+
(
g2
M2
hL2 +
g′2
M1
hL1
)
(Bκ∆L +∆
T
L Bκ)
]
2µ
v2
M2
sin β cos β (16)
δCκmν ≃
1
32π2
[
−
(
g2
M2
fL2 +
g′2
M1
fL1
)
Cκ
+
(
g2
M2
hL2 +
g′2
M1
hL1
)
(Cκ∆L +∆
T
L Cκ)
]
v2
M2
cos2β (17)
3In the d = 5 case, the operators shown before eqs. (9) and (10) induce neutrino masses mν =
κ5 sin
2β v2/M5 as well as ∆L = 2 sneutrino masses δm
2
ν˜ = −(2µ∗ κ5 sinβ cosβ +B5 sin2β)v2/M5.
4A flavour violating ∆L generically appears in models in which neutrino masses arise through coupling
to heavy states. The first such examples in the type I [24] and type II [13] seesaws relied on renormalization
effects. In the type II model presented in Section 4 a non-vanishing ∆L is generated by finite radiative
corrections at the scale of SUSY-breaking mediation.
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where fLa = f(m˜
2
L/|Ma|2), hLa = h(m˜2L/|Ma|2), h(x) = (x2− 1− 2x log x)/(x− 1)3 and f(x)
was defined after eq. (14). Both the flavour structure and the size of δBκmν , δCκmν are model
dependent. The flavour dependence enters through Bκ, Cκ and ∆L, while the overall size
crucially depends on the magnitude of the SUSY-breaking parameters. Regarding the latter
aspect, let us compare δBκmν and δCκmν with the tree-level termsm
(κ)
ν andm
(B˜κ)
ν of eqs. (12)
and (13). Suppose there are two SUSY-breaking mass scales m˜ and m˜κ, such that sleptons
and gauginos have masses of order m˜, while the SUSY-breaking terms in eq. (3) scale as5
Bκ ∼ B˜κ ∼ κm˜κ, Cκ ∼ κm˜2κ. Then, the relative corrections δBκmν/m(κ)ν and δCκmν/m(B˜κ)ν
are of order 10−3 m˜κ/m˜. In particular, they are negligible for m˜κ ∼ m˜ while they can be
O(10%) for m˜κ ∼ 102 m˜, as in the case of the explicit model presented in Section 4.
3 Type II seesaw realizations
At this point, a natural question arises about the possible origin of the d = 6, ∆L = 2
effective operators discussed, so far, in a general way. By considering simple scenarios like
the type I/II/III seesaw mechanisms (which generate the familiar d = 5 superpotential
operator at the tree level), we immediately realize that the type II framework is the natural
one in which those d = 6 operators emerge. As a matter of fact, the tree-level exchange of
type I or type III mediators leads to ∆L = 0 Ka¨hler operators of the form |H2L|2, whereas
the type II mediators induce both ∆L = 0 and ∆L = 2 operators.
3.1 Type II in the SUSY limit
The type II seesaw mechanism is realized through the exchange of SU(2)W triplet states
T = (T 0, T+, T++) and T¯ = (T¯ 0, T¯−, T¯−−) in a vector-like SU(2)W × U(1)Y representation,
T ∼ (3, 1), T¯ ∼ (3,−1). The relevant superpotential terms are:
W ⊃ 1√
2
Y
ij
T LiTLj +
1√
2
λ1H1TH1 +
1√
2
λ2H2T¯H2 +MTT T¯ , (18)
where YijT is a 3 × 3 symmetric matrix, λ1,2 are dimensionless couplings and MT is the
(SUSY) triplet mass. Neutrino masses are usually generated through the d = 5 effective
superpotential term λ2
2MT
Y
ij
T (LiH2)(LjH2), which is the leading ∆L = 2 operator emerging
from the exchange of the triplet states. We assume this contribution to be strongly sup-
pressed (absent) by a very small (vanishing) value of λ2. This can be either imposed ad hoc
5We replace bold characters with unbolded ones whenever we discuss order of magnitude estimates for
some quantity.
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or justified by symmetry arguments, like those presented in Section 2.1. For instance, the
smallness of λ2 could be related to the smallness of µ (e.g., if we assign zero PQ charge to
λ1 and MT , then we expect λ2 ∼ µ2/Λ2∗ since the PQ charge of λ2 is twice that of µ). In a
NMSSM framework, simple Z3 assignments can forbid λ2 and allow the remaining terms in
eq. (18) (e.g., one can assign Z3 charge −1/3 to T¯ and 1/3 to all the other fields).
Once λ2 is disregarded, the leading ∆L = 2 operator is precisely the Ka¨hler operator
(H†1L)
2. Indeed, we can integrate out the heavy states by imposing ∂W/∂T = 0 and plugging
the expression of T¯ into the canonical Ka¨hler term
∫
d4θ T¯ †T¯ . As a result, the following
∆L = 2 effective operator is generated at the scale MT :
Keff ⊃ λ
∗
1
2|MT |2Y
ij
T (H
†
1Li)(H
†
1Lj) + h.c. , (19)
along with other ∆L = 0 operators. The above term can be matched to the SUSY part of
eq. (2) [or eq. (3)] through the identification
κ = λ∗1YT , M
2 = |MT |2 . (20)
The resulting contribution to neutrino masses is the tree-level term m(κ)ν of eq. (12). Its
diagrammatic interpretation is shown in the left diagram of Fig. 4, which is the explicit
realization of the left diagram of Fig. 2. The appearance of such a contribution to neutrino
masses through triplet exchange was noticed in [13] (and also in [25], where µ was generated
by the VEV of a SM singlet S, charged under an extra U(1)).
3.2 Type II with broken SUSY
We now address the question on how the SUSY-breaking operators of eqs. (2) or (3) can
arise in the type II seesaw framework. To this purpose, we distinguish three SUSY-breaking
scenarios, depending on the ordering of the SUSY-breaking mediation scale MS and the
triplet mass MT : i) MS < MT ; ii) MS > MT ; iii) MS =MT .
i) MS < MT . Suppose that SUSY breaking is mediated at a low scale MS < MT
by a messenger sector coupled to the MSSM states through gauge interactions only (pure
gauge mediation [26, 27]). In this case, SUSY-breaking gaugino and (flavour blind) sfermion
masses of order m˜ arise at MS through loop diagrams, while trilinear couplings are mainly
generated below MS by gaugino mass terms in the RGEs. Moreover, the flavour structure
of the sfermion masses and trilinear couplings emerges through RGEs only and is entirely
controlled by the Yukawa matrices. Regarding our ∆L = 2 operators of eq. (3), in this
11
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Figure 4: Tree-level contributions to neutrino masses from heavy triplet exchange.
scenario only the SUSY one with coefficient κ exists above MS (it is generated at MT ).
The SUSY-breaking parameters Bκ, B˜κ and Cκ receive two-loop finite contributions at MS,
proportional to κ, and important corrections are generated below MS by gaugino or scalar
masses through RGEs. At low-energy, the flavour structure of such parameters is controlled
by κ and Ye, while their expected size is Bκ, B˜κ ≪ κm˜ and Cκ ∼ κm˜2. Therefore, in such a
scenario the dominant source of neutrino masses is, generically, the SUSY contribution m(κ)ν
of eq. (12), while the SUSY-breaking contributions m(B˜κ)ν , δBκmν and δCκmν of eqs. (13),
(16) and (17) are subleading. We also remark that these comments do not rely on the
specific realization of κ described in Section 3.1, but hold in general for gauge-mediated
SUSY breaking at scales MS < M .
ii)MS > MT . Suppose that SUSY-breaking terms are generated at a high scaleMS > MT
through, e.g., gravity or gauge mediation. This implies that at MT all the MSSM and triplet
fields generically have SUSY-breaking mass parameters. In particular, we can write those
related to the triplets by replacing MT →MT (1−θ2BT ), λ1 → λ1−θ2A1, YT → YT −θ2AT
in the superpotential terms (18) and
∫
d4θ [T †T + T¯ †T¯ ] → ∫ d4θ [(1 − θ2θ¯2m2T )T †T + (1 −
θ2θ¯2m2
T¯
)T¯ †T¯ ] in the canonical Ka¨hler part. As previously done, we can integrate out the
triplet states, including now such SUSY-breaking effects. In this way, we obtain all the
∆L = 2 effective operators of eq. (3), namely, both the SUSY one with κ = λ∗1YT [eqs. (19)
and (20)] and the SUSY-breaking ones with
Bκ = λ
∗
1(YTBT −AT ) , B˜κ = (λ∗1B∗T − A∗1)YT , (21)
Cκ = (λ
∗
1B
∗
T − A∗1)(YTBT −AT )− λ∗1YTm2T¯ . (22)
We recall that B˜κ contributes to neutrino masses at the tree-level [see m
(B˜κ)
ν in eq. (13)].
Its diagrammatic origin from triplet exchange is shown in the middle and right diagrams of
Fig. 4, which are the explicit realization of the right diagram of Fig. 2. The diagrammatic
interpretation of Bκ and Cκ is straightforward. The relative size of the parameters which
contribute to neutrino masses is model dependent, while their flavour structure exhibit re-
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markable features, as a consequence of the type II seesaw mechanism. In particular, κ
and B˜κ (which generate the leading contributions to neutrino masses) are aligned in flavour
space at MT , as both are proportional to YT . Some misalignment is induced by Ye and Ae
through RGEs [see eqs. (5) and (7)]. On the other hand, Bκ and Cκ (which contribute to
mν through low-energy threshold corrections) owe their flavour dependence to YT and AT
already at MT , and acquire further structure via RGEs. Nevertheless, if the mechanism of
SUSY-breaking mediation at MS is flavour blind, like in minimal gravity- or gauge-mediated
models, all flavour structures are controlled by YT and Ye.
iii) MS = MT . This case deserves special attention, and we will discuss it thoroughly in
the next section.
4 Seesaw mediators as SUSY-breaking messengers
We have seen that the type II scenario provides a natural framework to induce neutrino
masses through Ka¨hler operators. So far, the mechanisms that mediate SUSY breaking and
lepton number violation have been kept distinct. Now we discuss an appealing scenario in
which such mechanisms are unified, namely, the seesaw mediators are identified with the
SUSY-breaking ones. This idea was proposed and thoroughly explored by two of us in [14],
where neutrino masses were generated through an effective d = 5 superpotential in a type
II scenario. Further developments were presented in [28] with either type II or type III
mediators. We now aim at extending such an approach to our framework with d = 6 Ka¨hler
operators. We present a minimal scenario in which a single SUSY-breaking source determines
the sparticle spectrum and plays a major roˆle in generating neutrino masses. Moreover, the
magnitude and flavour structure of all mass parameters are closely correlated.
4.1 SUSY-breaking mediation
We start by identifying the type II triplets with SUSY-breaking mediators and embed them
in a minimal messenger sector which, in order to generate the gluino mass, should also
include coloured fields. In addition, we require that perturbative unification of gauge cou-
plings be preserved and that all messenger masses be of the same order. This implies that
the messenger sector should have the same total Dynkin index N for each subgroup of
SU(3)C × SU(2)W × U(1)Y . One way to realize this is to embed the SU(2)W triplets T
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and T¯ into complete SU(5) representations6, like in standard gauge mediation. The sim-
plest such embedding is T ⊂ 15 and T¯ ⊂ 15, which has N = 7 [14]. Alternatively, the
messenger sector could have the same N for each group factor even without filling unified
multiplets [32, 33]. Since T and T¯ have SU(2) index N2 = 4, we are constrained to N ≥ 4.
In particular, we can look for a minimal messenger sector with N = 4. One possible choice
relies on adding a pair of SU(3)C triplets (3, 1,−1/3) + (3¯, 1,+1/3) and an SU(3)C adjoint
(8, 1, 0) to the T + T¯ pair7. The octet can also be replaced by three pairs of coloured triplets,
i.e. (8, 1, 0)→ 3× [(3, 1, 0) + (3¯, 1, 0)]. These are the only two possibilities with N = 4 and
no exotic charges.
Following the standard parametrization of minimal gauge mediation [26, 27], we write
messenger mass terms asW ⊃ ξiXΦiΦ¯i (or ξiXΦ2i /2 for real representations), where 〈X|0〉 =
vX and 〈X|θ2〉 = FX . Thus, the messengers have SUSY masses Mi = ξivX and a common
B-parameter Λ = FX/vX , which is usually named effective SUSY-breaking scale. Hereafter,
we set Λ ≡ −BT (consistently with our notation) and assume that all ξi are of the same
order, so that we can deal with a common messenger scale Mi ∼MT .
The MSSM SUSY-breaking parameters are generated at the quantum level by a messen-
ger sector of the type described above, coupled to the MSSM fields through both gauge and
Yukawa interactions8. At the one-loop level, the gaugino masses Ma, the Higgs B-term BH
and the trilinear terms Ax are:
Ma = −NBT
16π2
g2a , BH =
3BT
16π2
|λ1|2 , (23)
Ae =
3BT
16π2
Ye(Y
†
TYT + |λ1|2) , Ad =
3BT
16π2
Yd|λ1|2 , Au = 0 , (24)
where g21 = (5/3)g
′2 and g22 = g
2. Non-vanishing O(B2T ) contributions for the squared scalar
masses arise at the two-loop level:
m2
L˜
=
( |BT |
16π2
)2 [
N
(
3
10
g41 +
3
2
g42
)
−
(
27
5
g21 + 21g
2
2
)
Y
†
TYT + 3|λ1|2(Y†TYT −Y†eYe)
+3Y†T (Y
†
eYe)
TYT + 18 (Y
†
TYT )
2 + 3Y†TYTTr(Y
†
TYT )
]
, (25)
m2e˜c =
( |BT |
16π2
)2 [
N
(
6
5
g41
)
− 6Ye(Y†TYT + |λ1|2)Y†e
]
, (26)
6 SU(5) extensions of the type II seesaw with gravity-mediated SUSY breaking have been discussed in
[13, 29, 30, 31].
7This is one of the ‘magic’ combinations listed in [33].
8In our case, the relevant Yukawa couplings are λ1 and YT . We neglect the effect of other Yukawa
couplings which may involve messenger fields (see e.g. [14]).
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m2
Q˜
=
( |BT |
16π2
)2 [
N
(
1
30
g41 +
3
2
g42 +
8
3
g43
)
− 3|λ1|2Y†dYd
]
, (27)
m2u˜c =
( |BT |
16π2
)2 [
N
(
8
15
g41 +
8
3
g43
)]
,
m2
d˜c
=
( |BT |
16π2
)2 [
N
(
2
15
g41 +
8
3
g43
)
− 6|λ1|2YdY†d
]
, (28)
m2H2 =
( |BT |
16π2
)2 [
N
(
3
10
g41 +
3
2
g42
)]
, (29)
m2H1 =
( |BT |
16π2
)2 [
N
(
3
10
g41 +
3
2
g42
)
−
(
27
5
g21 + 21g
2
2
)
|λ1|2 + 21|λ1|4
+3|λ1|2Tr(Y†TYT +Y†eYe + 3Y†dYd)− 3Tr(Y†TYTY†eYe)
]
. (30)
The above results follow from simple changes (including a correction of the Ma sign) in
the formulae of [14], which were derived by applying the method9 of [37]. Eqs. (23)-(30)
form the complete set of boundary conditions at MT for the SUSY-breaking parameters,
which must be subsequently renormalized down to low energies. Notice that the flavour
structures of Ae, m
2
L˜
andm2
e˜c
are controlled by YT and Ye, which in turn are closely related
to the low-energy lepton masses and mixing angles. Such minimal LFV properties are a
characteristic feature of the SUSY type II seesaw [13, 14]. Clearly, our scenario possesses the
property of minimal flavour violation [38] in both the quark and lepton sectors. The former
is controlled by the usual spurions Yu and Yd, while in the latter the matrices YT and Ye
are the spurions of the (minimal) lepton flavour symmetry SU(3)L × SU(3)Ec , under which
YT ∼ (6¯, 1) and Ye ∼ (3¯, 3¯). All leptonic quantities depend on invariant combinations of
such spurions. For instance, the aforementioned symmetry allows m2
L˜
to contain structures
like Y†TYT and Y
†
eYe at the quadratic level and (Y
†
TYT )
2, Y†T (Y
†
eYe)
TYT , (Y
†
TYT )(Y
†
eYe),
(Y†eYe)(Y
†
TYT ), (Y
†
eYe)
2 at the quartic one. In fact, all such combinations are present in
m2
L˜
at low energy, since some appear at MT [eq. (25)] and others are induced through RGEs.
Finally, we remark that there is a phase alignment among Ma, BH and Ax, induced by the
common factor BT . As a consequence, the one-loop sfermion/gaugino/higgsino contributions
to the electric-dipole moments are strongly suppressed.
9This method provides the leading terms of a power expansion in |BT /MT |2, which we assume to be≪ 1.
The latter condition also allows us to neglect: i) corrections such as δm2
L˜
≃ −Y†TYT |BT |4/(32π2|MT |2) and
δm2H1 ≃ −|λ1|2|BT |4/(32π2|MT |2), which are the leading one-loop contributions to scalar masses; ii) quartic
terms like −|λ1BT /MT |2|H1|4/2, induced in the scalar potential by the tree-level exchange of the triplets;
iii) four-lepton operators generated by the tree-level exchange of the triplets, which can contribute to LFV
processes such as µ→ 3e (see, e.g., [34, 35, 36]).
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4.2 Neutrino masses
Upon decoupling the triplets, the MSSM SUSY-breaking masses are generated through finite
radiative effects [eqs. (23)–(30)], while the ∆L = 2 SUSY-breaking parameters Bκ, B˜κ and
Cκ arise at the tree level. The latter have a very simple form, namely that of eqs. (21) and
(22) with vanishing A1, AT and m
2
T¯
:
Bκ = BT κ , B˜κ = B
∗
T κ , Cκ = |BT |2 κ , (31)
where κ = λ∗1YT [eq. (20)]. These alignment relations hold at the scale MT , and remain also
valid to a very good approximation after RG evolution, which is dominated by the homoge-
neous terms. Indeed, the non-homogeneous terms in the RGEs (6)-(8) are proportional to
MSSM SUSY-breaking parameters, which are loop-suppressed with respect to BT . So, we
can apply eq. (31) also at low scales, as long as we take into account the RG running of κ
[eq. (5)]. The relative size of Bκ, B˜κ and Cκ is also completely determined and, therefore,
it is simple to evaluate and compare the corresponding contributions to neutrino masses.
Inserting now the expression of B˜κ from eq. (31) into the general eqs. (11)-(13), we can
write the tree-level contribution to the neutrino mass matrix as:
mν = κ (B
∗
T + 2µ tanβ) cos
2β
v2
|MT |2 . (32)
Although we have not specified the mechanism which generates µ, we note that µ is sup-
pressed with respect to BT since the conditions of electroweak symmetry breaking (EWSB)
connect µ with other SUSY-breaking parameters, whose size m˜ is related to BT by a loop
factor. Hence, we expect B˜κ = B
∗
T κ to be the dominant source of neutrino masses in
the present scenario. The contribution proportional to µ may become comparable to such
leading term only for large values of tan β.
Regarding the finite quantum corrections to mν discussed in Section 2.5, we conclude
that δκmν is very small [see eq. (14) and related comments]. The other contribution δmν =
δBκmν + δCκmν induced by Bκ and Cκ is more interesting. From eqs. (16) and (17) we get:
δmν ≃ 1
2N
(
fL2 +
3
5
fL1
)
mν − 1
2N
(
hL2 +
3
5
hL1
)
(mν∆L +∆
T
Lmν) , (33)
which is directly related to the tree-level term mν of eq. (32). We also note that the para-
metric loop-suppression of δmν has disappeared, since the low-energy loop factor in eqs. (16)
and (17) has been compensated by the inverse loop factor in BT/Ma [see eq. (23)]. There is
still a residual numerical suppression, which depends on the messenger index N and on the
low-energy values of m˜2L/|Ma|2 entering fLa and hLa. For instance, the leading correction
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(which is always aligned with mν) is δmν ≃ 0.1mν (0.07mν) for N = 4 (N = 7). Further-
more, even the small flavour-dependent term induced by∆L does not exhibit an independent
structure, since both ∆L and mν are controlled by the basic lepton flavour spurions YT and
Ye. This confirms the minimal LVF properties of the present scenario. We also recall that,
in general, ∆L also induces a misalignment between Ye and the charged lepton mass matrix
Me through tanβ-enhanced threshold corrections [39]. In our case, the resulting effects on
the lepton mixing matrix U are again controlled by our minimal LFV structure and are
numerically small.
Finally, it is worth mentioning that the ∆L = 2 sneutrino mass matrix of eq. (15) is
directly linked to mν through δm
2
ν˜ = BTmν , which is the same relation found in the d = 5
realization of [14]. However, in both cases the conditions for the observability of sneutrino-
antisneutrino oscillations [22] are not fulfilled (despite the large enhancement factor BT/m˜L)
since the oscillation frequency ∆mν˜ ∼ δm2ν˜/m˜L ∼ (BT/m˜L)mν ∼ 102mν is much smaller
than the sneutrino decay width. Indeed, since two body decay channels like ν˜ → ν χ˜01 are
open, we have Γν˜ ∼ 10−3 m˜L, implying ∆mν˜/Γν˜ <∼ 10−7.
4.3 Phenomenological viability, MSSM spectrum and LHC searches
The above scenario has a small number of free parameters, namely MT , BT , λ1 and the
messenger index N . Once these are fixed10, the remaining parameters YT , tan β and µ are
determined by the low-energy neutrino data and by requiring proper EWSB. Concerning
neutrino data, we recall that the neutrino mass matrix mν is related to the low-energy
observables as mν = U
∗mDν U
†, where mDν = diag(m1, m2, m3), ma are the neutrino masses
and U is the lepton mixing matrix11. Several other observables are predicted, such as
sparticle and Higgs masses, as well as LFV decay rates.
Before presenting a numerical analysis, we can already infer some information about the
allowed parameter space by considering the parametric dependence of the neutrino mass
in eq. (32), mν ∼ YTλ1cos2βBTv2/M2T . For BT <∼ 105 GeV (which leads to a superpartner
spectrum below a few TeV, within the reach of the LHC) and YT , λ1 <∼ 1, a neutrino mass
scale mν ∼ 0.1 eV requires MT <∼ 109 GeV. This upper bound on MT implies a non-trivial
constraint on the messenger sector. Indeed, suppose we choose the simplest grand unified
embedding with T ⊂ 15 and T¯ ⊂ 15 (N = 7). In this case, the lower bound on MT
10Hereafter the parameters MT , BT and λ1 are taken as real, without loss of generality.
11 We use the standard parametrization U = V(θ12, θ23, θ13, δ) · diag(1, eiφ1 , eiφ2). In our numerical
analysis we will use the best-fit values for the neutrino parameters ∆m221 = (m
2
2 −m21) = 7.65× 10−5eV2,
|∆m231| = |m23 −m21| = 2.4× 10−3eV2, sin2θ12 = 0.3, sin2θ23 = 0.5 and the upper bound s13 = sin θ13 < 0.2
[1, 2].
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compatible with one-loop gauge coupling unification is MT >∼ 107 GeV. At the two-loop
level, we find the stronger constraint MT >∼ 5 × 108 GeV. We have explored the parameter
space for this scenario, taking into account the bounds on the lightest Higgs massmh [40] and
on rare LFV decays [41, 42, 43]. The outcome is a certain tension between these constraints
and that on perturbative gauge coupling unification. In other words, a messenger sector
with heavy states in 15 + 15 ,which is perfectly compatible with the d = 5 realization of
neutrino masses [14], is only marginally compatible with the d = 6 scenario proposed here.
Hence, we will present quantitative results for a smaller messenger sector, namely, a minimal
one with N = 4. As mentioned in Section 4.1, this can be realized, e.g., by adding SU(3)C
triplets (3, 1,−1/3) + (3¯, 1,+1/3) and an adjoint (8, 1, 0) to the T + T¯ pair. Perturbative
gauge coupling unification is no longer a problem in this case, since it can be achieved with
messenger masses as low as 105 GeV.
Some representative numerical results for the N = 4 scenario are shown in Fig. 5. We
set the scale of sparticle masses by fixing BT = 60 TeV, and consider a normally ordered
neutrino spectrum, with 0 = m1 < m2 ≪ m3 and s13 = 0. In the upper part of Fig. 5 we
show two plots of the (λ1,MT ) parameter space, including contours of tan β and µ (extracted
by imposing EWSB). The left (right) panel corresponds to solutions of the EWSB conditions
with µMa > 0 (µMa < 0 ). The main phenomenological constraints come from the LFV
decay µ→ eγ and the lightest Higgs mass12. In both panels, the upper region is excluded by
large values of YT , which either exceed the perturbative limits or generate excessive LFV in
m2
L˜
, so that the bound BR(µ→ eγ) < 1.2× 10−11 is violated. The plots also indicate other
benchmark values of this BR, which will be experimentally probed in the near future [45].
Other regions are excluded by the EWSB requirement. Notice that large values of tan β are
achieved for µMa > 0, which entails that in the corresponding parameter space the two tree-
level contributions to the neutrino mass matrix (32) have comparable size and opposite sign.
An area in the right part of the µMa < 0 panel is excluded as well, since there the tree-level
contribution to mh is suppressed by low values of tanβ, such that mh < 114GeV. Inside
the allowed portions of parameter space (shown in white), mh is around 115 GeV. We have
also shown some contours of the SUSY contribution δaµ to the muon anomalous magnetic
moment, which can have either sign in our model13. For µMa > 0, the size of δaµ and its
positive sign are such that theory and experiment agree within 1σ. For µMa < 0 we have
δaµ < 0, hence the discrepancy is not better than in the SM. In this case we conservatively
12 We have included low-energy corrections to mh by linking our code to FeynHiggs [44].
13 We recall that the discrepancy ∆aµ = a
SM
µ − aexpµ between the SM prediction and experiment has
still some uncertainty, mainly related to the evaluation of the hadronic contribution to aSMµ . For instance,
Refs. [46] estimate ∆aµ ≃ −(2.5± 0.8)× 10−9 using e+e− data or ∆aµ ≃ −(1.6± 0.8)× 10−9 using τ data.
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Figure 5: Plots of the N = 4 model for BT = 60 TeV and normally ordered neutrino spectrum with
0 = m1 < m2 ≪ m3 and s13 = 0. Upper panels: The (λ1,MT ) parameter space for µMa > 0
(left) and µMa < 0 (right). The pink region is excluded by the Higgs mass bound mh > 114 GeV,
the grey one is excluded by perturbativity and the red one by the EWSB conditions. Inside the yellow
area BR(µ → eγ) is above the present experimental upper bound. The dashed lines correspond to
BR(µ→ eγ) = 10−12, 10−13, 10−14 (from top to bottom.). Isocontours of tan β (solid/blue lines), |µ|
(dash-dotted lines) and δaµ ( solid/magenta lines) are also shown. Lower panel: Sparticle and Higgs
spectrum forMT = 8×107 GeV and λ1 = 0.25. At this point of the parameter space, which is marked by
a star (⋆) in the upper-right panel, tan β ≃ 11, BR(µ→ eγ) ≃ 1.6×10−12, BR(τ → µγ) ≃ 6×10−10,
BR(τ → eγ) ≃ 2× 10−13.
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tolerate values of δaµ up to 10
−9 in magnitude.
In the lower panel of Fig. 5 we show the sparticle and Higgs spectrum for MT = 8 ×
107GeV and λ1 = 0.25 (which corresponds to tanβ ≃ 11), again for BT = 60 TeV. The
BRs of the LFV radiative decays are indicated in the caption. The Higgs sector is close to
the decoupling limit, since the states A,H and H+ are much heavier than h. Gluino and
squarks are the heaviest sparticles and the lightest of them is t˜1 (which is mainly t˜R). In
the electroweak sector, the heaviest chargino and neutralinos (χ˜+2 , χ˜
0
3,4) are mainly Higgsino-
like, while χ˜+1 and χ˜
0
2 are mostly Wino-like. The (mainly left-handed) sleptons ℓ˜4,5,6 and the
sneutrinos ν˜1,2,3 are somewhat lighter than those states, and the Bino-like neutralino χ˜
0
1 is
even lighter. Finally, the lightest MSSM sparticles are the (mainly right-handed) sleptons
ℓ˜1,2,3, as generically occurs in gauge mediated models with messenger index N > 1 and not
too large mediation scale [47]. The slepton ℓ˜1 (which is mainly τ˜R) is the next-to-lightest
SUSY particle (NLSP), while the gravitino G˜ is the lightest SUSY particle (LSP). We recall
that the latter has mass mG˜ = F/(
√
3MP ), where MP is the Planck mass and
√
F is the
fundamental scale of SUSY breaking.
The qualitative picture described above does not change very much under variations of
the model parameters. For instance, if we increase BT the spectrum exhibits a roughly
linear increase. The main exception is mh, which could increase by a few GeV, as a result
of the logarithmic corrections induced by larger stop masses. Consequently, the rightmost
boundary of the allowed parameter space (upper-right panel of Fig. 5) would be shifted
towards larger (smaller) values of λ1 (tan β). At the same time, the upper boundaries
determined by the µ→ eγ constraint would slightly shift upwards, since a heavier spectrum
would imply smaller values for the LFV BRs. Increasing BT also reduces the magnitude of
δaµ (|δaµ| ∝ 1/B2T ). Variations of MT induce logarithmic effects on the sparticle spectrum.
For low values of MT , Higgsino and Wino masses are closer to each other, and mixing effects
in the chargino and neutralino sectors are more important. Moreover, the heavy Higgses can
become lighter than one or both charginos. This effect is more dramatic in the lower right
corner of the µMa > 0 parameter space, where those Higgs masses can decrease even below
200 GeV.
The scenario described above can be tested at current and future colliders. In particular,
pp collisions at the LHC should produce a significant amount of squark pairs, either directly
or through associated squark/gluino production (followed by g˜ → q˜q¯) [48]. For a spectrum
as the one shown in Fig. 5 the production cross section is about 0.1 pb at
√
s = 14TeV.
Once a q˜ is produced, it can decay through well known chains, such as q˜R → qχ˜01 → qτ ℓ˜1,
q˜L → qχ˜02 → qℓℓ˜ → qℓ+ℓ−χ˜01 → qℓ+ℓ−τ ℓ˜1, or similar ones with charginos and/or sneutrinos
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(and neutrinos). Hence, in general, the final state of such a pp collision contains SM particles
and two NLSPs ℓ˜1, which eventually decay to τG˜ with rate Γ = m
5
ℓ˜1
/(16πF 2). The latter
decay can occur either promptly, or at a displaced vertex, or even outside the main detector,
as discussed in [47, 49]. Let us briefly describe such possibilities in our case, taking into
account that
√
F >∼
√
ξTFX =
√
BTMT and 10
5GeV <
√
BTMT < 10
7GeV. i) For
√
F <
107GeV, which includes the case
√
F ∼ √BTMT , the NLSP decays occur inside the detector
in most of our parameter space, such that the escaping gravitinos contribute to the total
missing energy of the event. For instance, if a pp collision produces a pair of q˜R, one can look
for the overall signature pp → τ+τ−τ+τ− + 2 jets + EmissT , possibly with displaced vertices
corresponding to the NLSP decays. Instead, if a q˜L-q˜R pair is produced, the final state can
contain an additional lepton pair ℓ+ℓ−. In both examples, one more jet is present if one of
the squarks originates from a gluino. ii) For
√
F >∼ 107GeV, each NLSP ℓ˜1 leaves a track in
the main detector and mostly decays outside. In the previous example with a q˜R pair, the
signature would be pp → 2ℓ˜1 + 2τ + 2 jets. Moreover, in such cases the decay properties of
ℓ˜1 could be measured by an additional massive detector where ℓ˜1 may stop [50].
4.4 Lepton flavour violation
The experimental signatures mentioned above are also typical of a class of gauge-mediated
models, in which flavour is conserved in the SUSY-breaking sector by construction. In con-
trast, in our scenario LFV is intrinsically present and, therefore, LFV processes are a crucial
tool to discriminate our model from pure gauge mediation ones. As already emphasized, the
type II mechanism implies that LFV is of minimal type and the basic flavour spurions are
YT and Ye. Let us focus, for simplicity, on the parameter space where tan β is moderate.
Then the leading LFV structure Y†TYT , which appears in m
2
L˜
(and Ae), can be related to
the neutrino parameters as
(m2
L˜
)ij ∝ B2T (Y†TYT )ij ∝
(
M2T tan
2β
λ1
)2 [
V(mDν )
2V†
]
ij
∝ tan5β M4T
[
V(mDν )
2V†
]
ij
, (34)
where in the last step we have traded the λ1-dependence for a tan β-dependence through the
EWSB conditions, i.e. λ21 ∼ BH ∼ 1/ tanβ (approximatively valid for tan β <∼ 20). Notice
that eq. (34) includes several approximations, while in the numerical analysis the matching
between YT and mν proceeds through the effective operators and takes into account RGE
effects. However, the latter do not introduce any unknown flavour structure [see eq. (5)]
and thus the structure of YT at the scale MT can be unambiguously predicted (modulo an
overall unflavoured factor) once the observable mν is experimentally determined [13, 14, 31].
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As a consequence of the misalignment between slepton and lepton mass matrices, LFV
signals can appear either at high-energy colliders or in low-energy processes. Concerning
the former possibility, LFV could show up at the LHC in, e.g., neutralino decays, such as
χ˜02 → ℓ±i ℓ˜∓a → ℓ±i ℓ∓j χ˜01 with i 6= j [51, 36, 29], or χ˜01 → ℓ±ℓ˜∓1 with ℓ 6= τ [52]. Moreover, since
LFV also affects lepton-slepton-gravitino couplings [53], a small fraction of NLSP decays
ℓ˜1 → ℓG˜ could produce a lepton ℓ 6= τ [54]. As LFV appears mostly in the left sector in our
scenario, the relevant LFV channel in the above examples is expected to be χ˜02 → ℓ±i ℓ∓j χ˜01,
while LFV effects in the subsequent decays of χ˜01 and ℓ˜1 are more suppressed since ℓ˜1 ∼ τ˜R.
For instance, one could look for the LFV decays χ˜02 → µ±τ∓χ˜01 or χ˜02 → µ±e∓χ˜01, followed by
the flavour-conserving decay χ˜01 → τ+τ−G˜ (or χ˜01 → ℓ˜±1 τ∓ if the NLSP is long-lived). These
options, and perhaps others as well, may deserve further studies.
We now focus on the radiative decays ℓi → ℓjγ (for which we have already shown some
predictions in Fig. 5), taking them as representative low-energy LFV processes. By using
eq. (34), we can infer that
BR(ℓi → ℓjγ) ∝
[
(m2
L˜
)ij
m˜4
tanβ
]2
∝
(
MT
BT
)8
(tan β)12
[
V(mDν )
2V†
]
ij
. (35)
This approximate relation expresses the BRs as a product of a common overall factor (which
depends on high powers of MT , BT and tanβ) and a flavour-dependent one, which is deter-
mined by the low-energy neutrino parameters only. The latter property is typical of type
II models [13, 14], while the form of the overall ‘unflavoured’ factor depends on the specific
realization. If we take ratios of BRs, the overall factor drops out and we obtain the following
estimates14:
BR(τ → µγ)
BR(µ→ eγ) ≈
[
(m2
L˜
)τµ
(m2
L˜
)µe
]2
BR(τ → µντ ν¯µ)
BR(µ→ eνµν¯e) ≈


400 [s13 = 0 ]
2 (3) [s13 = 0.2 , δ = 0 (π)]
BR(τ → eγ)
BR(µ→ eγ) ≈
[
(m2
L˜
)τe
(m2
L˜
)µe
]2
BR(τ → eντ ν¯e)
BR(µ→ eνµν¯e) ≈


0.2 [s13 = 0 ]
0.1 (0.3) [s13 = 0.2 , δ = 0 (π)] .
(36)
14 We have inserted the best fit values of the neutrino parameters quoted above and assumed a normally
ordered neutrino spectrum. The results for inverted ordering are obtained by exchanging δ = 0 ↔ δ = π.
Similar results hold when the quartic terms (Y†TYT )
2 dominate over the quadratic ones Y†TYT in m
2
L˜
[see
eq. (25)]. The results change if cancellations occur between such terms. A detailed analysis of this case could
be performed as in [14], where similar effects are present.
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We recall that the approximate relations (34), (35) and (36) hold for small or moderate
tan β. We will not discuss the special features that emerge for large tanβ, which could be
analysed, e.g., along the lines of [31].
Let us now present some numerical examples. In the left panel of Fig. 6 the three
BR(ℓi → ℓjγ) are shown as a function of tanβ, taking either BT = 60TeV (solid lines) or
BT = 100TeV (dashed lines), for MT = 8× 107GeV (implying µMa < 0), normally ordered
neutrino spectrum and s13 = 0. Notice that we have traded λ1 for tan β, which is a more
physical and testable parameter. The behaviour of the BRs and their mutual ratios are
consistent with the qualitative predictions of eqs. (35) and (36). For BT = 60TeV, which
corresponds to a sparticle spectrum testable at the LHC (see Fig. 5), BR(µ → eγ) can be
tested at the MEG experiment [45] if tan β >∼ 7. For BT = 100TeV, gluino and squark
masses are pushed above 2 TeV, so the discovery of SUSY at the LHC would require more
integrated luminosity than in the previous example. In this case LFV decays can still be a
valid probe of our scenario, since BR(µ→ eγ) could be discovered by MEG for tanβ >∼ 10.
Obviously, the ranges of tan β quoted in these examples would change under variations of
MT and BT , as can be inferred from eq. (35) (see also Fig. 5). Also, from both cases we can
see that if BR(µ→ eγ) is close to its present bound, BR(τ → µγ) is above 10−9, within the
reach of future Super Flavour Factories [55, 56].
The double panel on the right of Fig. 6 illustrates the dependence of the BRs on the least
known neutrino parameters, namely s13 and δ, for BT = 60TeV and MT = 8 × 107GeV,
with tan β = 13 (8) in the first (second) subpanel. Regarding BR(µ→ eγ) and BR(τ → eγ),
the solid (dashed) curves correspond to δ = 0 (π), while the region between such curves
is spanned by intermediate values of δ. The dependence of BR(τ → µγ) on s13 and δ is
negligible. The first subpanel corresponds to a scenario which could be tested very soon at
MEG through the search of µ→ eγ, if s13 ≪ 0.01. Notice that BR(τ → µγ) in this example
is around 4×10−9, within the reach of future Super Flavour Factories [55, 56], while τ → eγ
would be unobservable because BR(τ → eγ) ∼ 10−12. For s13 ∼ 0.01, BR(µ → eγ) and
BR(τ → eγ) can be either enhanced or suppressed since, depending on the value of δ, a
cancellation can occur in the LFV quantity
[
V(mDν )
2V†
]
ij
[14, 31] (see also the third ref.
in [38]). The cancellation takes place in BR(µ → eγ) [BR(τ → eγ)] for δ = π (0) in the
case of normal ordering, while the opposite occurs for inverted ordering. If BR(µ → eγ)
is suppressed by that cancellation mechanism, only τ → µγ can be observed. In such a
case, we can even obtain values of BR(τ → µγ) above 10−8 (i.e., close to its present bound
[42, 43]) by slightly changing the model parameters [see eq. (35)]. In the case of partial
cancellations, µ→ eγ could be still probed by MEG for values of s13 up to about 0.03, which
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Figure 6: Plots of BR(ℓi → ℓjγ) for MT = 8 × 107GeV. The present (MEGA) and near-future
(MEG) sensitivities on BR(µ → eγ) are also shown. Left panel: The BRs as a function of tan β for
BT = 60TeV (solid lines) or BT = 100TeV (dashed lines), with s13 = 0. Right panel: The BRs as a
function of s13 for BT = 60TeV, with tan β = 13 (8) in the first (second) subpanel. For BR(µ→ eγ)
and BR(τ → eγ), the solid (dashed) curves correspond to δ = 0 (π) assuming a normally-ordered
neutrino spectrum. We also show the future sensitivity for s13 (the RENO expected sensitivity lies
between those of Daya Bay and Double Chooz).
are in the potential reach of future Neutrino Factories [57]. The second subpanel shows an
alternative possibility, in which LFV τ decays are invisible, whereas BR(µ → eγ) lies in
the range 10−13 − 5 × 10−12 if 0.05 <∼ s13 < 0.2. Those values of BR(µ → eγ) should be
probed by MEG next year, while the indicated range of s13 is within the sensitivity of the
present accelerator experiments MINOS [58], OPERA [59] and T2K [60], and the incoming
one NOvA [61], as well as of the near-future reactor experiments Double Chooz [62], Daya
Bay [63] and RENO [64]. This example shows the importance of the interplay between LFV
searches and neutrino oscillation experiments.
For the sake of completeness, we recall that there are good prospects to observe µ-e
LFV also through the processes µ → eee and µ → e conversion in nuclei, whose rates are
correlated to BR(µ→ eγ) in our scenario. In particular, dipole-operator dominance implies
CR(µ→ e; Ti) ≃ 5× 10−3 BR(µ→ eγ) and CR(µ→ e; Al) ≃ 3× 10−3 BR(µ→ eγ) [65, 14].
Hence, if MEG discovers µ → eγ then µ → e conversion could be tested by the dedicated
experiments planned at J-PARC [66] and Fermilab [67].
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5 Conclusions
In the last decade the flourish of experimental neutrino data has provided robust evidence
of non-vanishing neutrino masses and mixing angles. This has stimulated further efforts and
ideas to understand the origin and pattern of neutrino masses. This issue is part of the wider
SM ‘flavour problem’. In the case of neutrino masses, one should explain both their flavour
structure and their suppression with respect to the charged fermion masses. In this work
we have especially addressed the latter aspect in a SUSY framework. At variance with the
standard approach, in which neutrino masses effectively arise from the d = 5, ∆L = 2 su-
perpotential operator (H2L)
2/M , we have focussed on an interesting alternative mechanism,
which relies instead on the d = 6, ∆L = 2 Ka¨hler operator (H†1L)
2/M2, previously proposed
in [12]. We have discussed and further elaborated this idea, first giving a comprehensive
model-independent description in an effective-theory approach and then presenting explicit
realizations.
In particular, in Section 2 we have investigated the above effective operator together
with three novel related ones which emerge from SUSY-breaking insertions. In principle,
these four ∆L = 2 operators have independent coefficients and flavour structures. Two of
them contribute to neutrino masses at the tree level and the other two through one-loop
corrections at the sparticle threshold. We have also computed the full set of one-loop RGEs,
which are required to relate the low-energy effects of those operators with the high-energy
scale where they emerge. The effective-theory description we have presented holds both in
the MSSM and in simple extensions such as the NMSSM.
In Sections 3 and 4 we have proposed a simple explicit realization of those Ka¨hler opera-
tors in a type II seesaw framework, namely by the exchange of heavy SU(2)W -triplet states.
The SUSY operator emerges at the tree level, while the origin and the size of the SUSY-
breaking ones depend on the mechanism and the scale MS of SUSY-breaking mediation. In
particular, the coefficients of the latter operators are related to the SUSY-breaking param-
eters of the triplet states if MS ≥ MT , while they can be induced radiatively if MS < MT .
Finally, we have focussed on the special case MS = MT and proposed a predictive scenario
in which the triplets are messengers of both lepton-number violation and SUSY breaking, as
in [14].
In the case with MS = MT , the MSSM sparticle masses arise by triplet-exchange at the
quantum level, via both gauge and Yukawa interactions. In order to generate a mass for the
gluino and to preserve perturbative gauge coupling unification, we have embedded the triplets
in a messenger sector with coloured states. The free parameters of our model are only three,
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namely the triplet mass MT , the effective SUSY-breaking scale BT and the dimensionless
coupling λ1 (which can be traded for tanβ through the EWSB condition). The messenger
index N is an additional discrete parameter lying between 4 and 7. Correlations exist among
several observables, such as neutrino parameters, sparticle and Higgs masses, and LFV decay
rates. A numerical analysis of the parameter space, for the minimal value N = 4, reveals
that the model is phenomenologically viable for BT > 50TeV and 10
5GeV < MT < 10
9GeV.
The latter range is reduced for larger values of N , since the lower bound on MT increases.
The MSSM sparticle spectrum is analogous to that of pure gauge mediation models with
N > 1 and not too large mediation scale. The heaviest MSSM sparticle is the gluino, while
the lightest one is a stau. The latter, which is in fact the NLSP, can be either short or
long-lived and decays into τ and gravitino. As far as BT <∼ 100TeV, the sparticle spectrum
can be probed at the LHC (see Fig. 5) through the production of squarks and gluinos and
their subsequent decays into the remaining sparticles.
The presence of LFV allows us to distinguish our scenario from pure gauge mediation
models. Such a feature can be tested through the search of either LFV sparticle decays or
low-energy LFV processes. We have also emphasized that LFV is of minimal type, as always
occurs in type II realizations of the seesaw mechanism. In particular, the flavour structure
of the slepton mass matrix is essentially determined by the low-energy neutrino parameters.
As a result, the ratios of the BR(ℓi → ℓjγ) can be determined in terms of those parameters,
while the absolute values of the BRs depend also onMT , BT and tanβ. In particular, we can
envisage several scenarios for the detection of LFV signals, depending on the yet unknown
parameter s13. i) If s13 ≪ 0.01 (beyond the planned experimental sensitivity), there are
portions of the parameter space in which BR(µ → eγ) and BR(τ → µγ) are in the reach
of the MEG experiment and Super Flavour Factories, respectively. ii) If s13 ∼ 0.01 (in the
potential reach of future Neutrino Factories) and for suitable values of δ [i.e. δ ∼ π (0) for
normal (inverted) ordering in the neutrino spectrum], BR(µ → eγ) is strongly suppressed
while BR(τ → µγ) can be experimentally accessible. iii) If s13 >∼ 0.1 (reachable by near-
future reactor and accelerator neutrino experiments), only µ-e LFV can be probed through
the measurement of BR(µ→ eγ) by the MEG collaboration.
In conclusion, we have discussed a SUSY scenario which provides an alternative expla-
nation for the smallness of neutrino masses and relates them to sparticle masses in a specific
type II realization. Along these lines, further investigations can be envisaged. For instance,
on the theoretical side one could address the other aspect of the ‘flavour problem’, which
concerns the origin of the flavour structure of mν (or YT ), and explore possible connections
with grand unified theories. On the phenomenological side, one could study in more detail
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the correlation between the sparticle spectrum and the LFV signals, by taking advantage of
the interplay between the LHC and low-energy experiments. This would possibly help to
discriminate among different mechanisms of SUSY-breaking mediation in the context of the
type II seesaw.
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